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The Project Objective
To develop low-cost techniques which can
help identify anomalies in laid-up Carbon
Fibre
Reinforced
Polymer
(CFRP)
composite
products
during
their
manufacture.

Manufacture Process Overview

Example CSources of
Manufacturing Anomalies
(a) Anomalies present within the source materials

Why Are We Studying This?
The strengths and long-term durabilities of
CFRP composite products are strongly
related to anomalies which can occur
during their manufacture.
Key steps in this manufacture process and
some typical anomalies which can occur
are shown opposite.
Currently CFRP composites must be laid up
slowly and carefully and manually
inspected for defects following their
production.
Opportunities exist to automate this
process, which could save manufacturers
time and money.
Many practical issues require to be
addressed in order for this health
monitoring strategy to be implemented.
For example:
- Sensitivity of detected signals to the
locations of actuators and detectors upon
the host surface and to the quality of
bonds which attach them to this surface.

Example Strategy

Guided Wave Principles
Guided wave patterns are formed by internal reflection
and mode conversions of travelling waves in plates.

Layup Zone
CFRP strips placed
upon surface in this
region

Certain orientations of these travelling waves can
combine to produce patterns such as the one shown
below. Each of these patterns is termed a wave ‘mode’.
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- A requirement for guide wave patterns to
These wave patterns can penetrate long
distances through plates. However, the
Layup Surface
have short wavelengths, such that small
(Aluminium Sheet)
presence of small defects cause permanent
disruption to the wave pattern.
defects can be detected during the layup
In this arrangement, actuators and detectors have
been mounted upon the layup panel. The
process.
actuators produce guided waves pulses which
propagate through CFRP strips laid up in the area
shown, then are recorded by detectors.
- A preference that actuators generate
pure guided wave patterns, rather than
Sample Collected
Detailed View of
While the defect shown above is located inside
Waveform
Individual
PZT
Sensor
combinations of impure guided wave
the host structure, the defect could equally well
be inside a thin object attached to the host
patterns.
structure.
- Corruption of signals by echoes from
Note that perfect guided waves exist in theory only. They
can only be produced in infinitely long plates, subject to
layup
plate
boundaries
and
by
infinitely long sensor excitations.
background noise.
- A requirement to continuously generate and collect wave pulses during the layup process, in order to be able to
work out when (or if) anomaly has occurred.
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Proposed Health Monitoring Strategy
It is proposed to use arrays of piezo-electric
transducers producing and sensing pulsed
guided wave patterns to search for
anomalies during this layup process. Why
this particular approach?
+ The technique is already used widely in
industry to detect defects within thin-walled
structures.
+ Piezo-electric sensors are small and
inexpensive hence easy to mount on
surfaces.
+ Guided wave patterns propagate over
much longer distances than isolated
acoustic waves.
+ Guided wave patterns are strongly
perturbed when they encounter defects.

(b) Anomalies occurring as the source materials are
assembled
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The sample collected waveform, shown above, does not give us much idea as to whether or not an anomaly is present
in the manufactured product.
A much clearer idea is gained by analyzing groups of collected waveforms, and looking for sudden, unexpected,
changes in the trends in these groups of signals over time. One algorithm which is capable of doing this is the multidimensional co-integration algorithm(1). This technique was originally developed to analyze econometric data.

Numerical Simulation of Strategy
The proposed technique has been experimentally tested at the AMRC(2). However
its viability can also be demonstrated using finite element software.
Results are presented for a two-dimensional analogy, in which two 300mm × 0.2mm
CFRP strips are laid up upon an aluminum base.
Two simulations are performed. In the first simulation (A) no defects are present. In
the second simulation (B) a 5mm gap has been introduced in the first CFRP strip at
Segment 4 shown. This represents a large tow gap occurring during layup.

Simulation Results
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The CFRP manufacture method requires
that the piezo-electric sensors be located
upon a host surface rather than upon the
laid-up strips themselves.
However, provided the guided waves can
pass freely from host surface to composite
strips as they are being laid (and vice
versa), they largely retain their defectdetecting capabilities.
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Difference Between Series A
and Series B Results
*No Tow Gap in Simulation A.
5mm Tow Gap Introduced in
Simulation B.

Envelope signals
diverge, hence their
difference in nonzero, from segment 4
onwards.
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The envelope waveforms evolve as
the tape is laid up on the base, but in
a hard-to-predict manner.
The presence of the tow gap causes
the two sets of signals to diverge.
Provided that the difference between
signals can be distinguished from
background noise, the simulated
defect is identifiable.
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Additional simulations are planned to
investigate how small the defects
can become before they are
indistinguishable from noise, and
also how effectively the defects can
be detected if the sensor locations
and the excitation waveform are
adjusted.
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